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All rights reserved. This book is intended for your eyes only. It 
may not be copied or reproduced by any means, except to 
make a back -up copy for your own use. 

This book is designed to provide authoritative information 
with regard to martial arts and self defense. It is sold with the 
understanding that neither the author, the publisher, nor 
anyone involved with the book is engaged in rendering legal 
advice, or advice and expertise for your specific situation or set 
of circumstances. If expert counseling of any kind, including 
legal, is required, the services of competent professionals 
should be sought for each specific area in question. Do a lot of 
your own research too. 

Readers are urged not to take steps to stay safe while 
practicing ... even with distractions. There are too many 
variables in a training environment to account for all safety 
factors. Be aware, plan ahead, and train with safety in mind. 



             Issue  #1111 

                                                   by Keith Pascal

Introduction
Welcome to a special issue of Martial Arts Mastery.

For me, this issue marks a milestone. Rather than celebrating 
Issue #1100, I decided to wait eleven more issues to 
acknowledge so many issues of an ezine, so many weeks, 
months, and years, in a row. 

Believe it or not, we have been sending out weekly newsletters 
for more than two decades! I’m sure that makes MAM one of 
the longest-running zines on the Internet. Wouldn’t you agree?

So, why are we celebrating Issue #1111?



First, 1111 “looks” like a cool number. To you, too?

Also, when my daughter was little, we taught her the fun 
superstition of saying Happy 11:11 once a day, and then making 
a wish. (She wasn’t allowed to stay up for the second 11:11 of 
the day.)

Well, it didn’t take very long for us to drop the wish stuff; we 
kept the good intentions of wishing each other a Happy 11:11 
any time, pardon the pun, we saw that number on a clock … or 
anywhere else, for that matter. (License plate, menu price, date 
on a calendar, etc.)

For nothing more than a family tradition of a number that 
appears to be prime, but isn’t … 101 x 11 …

I wish you a …

Happy 1111 !

Now, let’s get to today’s “issue,” filled with valuable “martial 
considerations.”

        Keith
PS If you’re wondering why I published this issue in a PDF 
eBooklet, it’s because it’s both a longer issue, and an 
opportunity to share some of my original artwork. (I’m 
guessing that at least half the list doesn’t know that I like to 
paint, both traditionally and digitally.)

Not only that, we need something a little special to celebrate 
“the number.”



“Energy and 
persistence conquer 
all things.”
                                  

—Benjamin Franklin

Chapter 1
A couple of months ago, I was flipping through the channels on 
the idiot screen, when I heard a man quoting someone else.

I didn’t catch the name of the man being interviewed, nor did I 
find the originator of the quote.

And come to think of it, I don’t know the quote word for word, 
either.



Hmm.

On second thought, maybe this eBooklet wasn’t such a good 
idea, after all. Let’s call it quits, and bail now!

Just kidding ….

The concept that the interviewee was discussing really did stick 
with me. In fact, it seemed immediately to translate to the 
world of martial arts and self-defense.

What he was quoting was that if  “X” is attacking, and “Y” 
says, “Oh, no! We have to stop X!” then ALWAYS bet on “X” to 
win.

He went on to describe how the attacking force, when it has 
time to build momentum, has a lot more energy going into the 
altercation than the defending force.

Not only that, there is a “fear factor.” 

The “oh, no!” suggests that the defending party is panicking a 
bit. They most likely have had less time to prepare a defense 
than the attackers have had planning their attack. (Maybe??)

Anyway … I starting thinking about this in terms of martial 
arts.

I know that the man on the tv was referring to armies attacking 
and political parties, but you know how my mind works, by 
now.

I went “all martial arts” on the proverbial “bet.”



In its broadest terms, if one person is attacking another, and has 
had time to build momentum, then the attacker has a good 
chance of winning.

We can even add in the element of surprise, for more oomph to 
the attack, and to weight the odds even more in the attacker’s 
favor.

But … but … but …

So, is this a lost cause?

Is there no hope?

Don’t give up just yet. Here we go …

You have already heard the adage of not having force meet 
force, but what does that really mean? 

How much force? 

Should you always avoid any and all force?

Lucky us!

The paraphrase of the interviewee’s quote now provides us 
with another guideline. And we can build more from there.

If the attacker has a chance to build speed and the potential for 
more power with, say, a punch, and there is maybe the element 
of surprise … then, according to today’s premise, that punch 



has a good chance of breaking through our defense.

This means that we can safely say that we shouldn’t meet force 
with force, when their force is greater than ours. (And an 
attacking force, for the reasons just mentioned, has a good 
chance of being the more powerful force.)

I’m feeling a fighting rule coming on …

If your brain tells you, oh no, I have to stop this punch, then it’s 
probably too late!

The key word here is “stop.”

A bit later, we’ll talk about some of your options, other than 
meeting their force directly with your force.

For now, think that crashing your force into their force, to try to 
stop something … “is NOT a good thing.”



Painting the 
Butterfly knife 
(Balisong) was 

fairly 
straightforward. I 

painted what I 
saw. And I can 

paint wood, from 
memory, all day 
long … but the 

black-and-white 
photo of Bruce 

Lee proved to be 
“more 



challenging.”

Chapter 11
Keith, Isn’t Jeet Kune Do (JKD) The Way of the Intercepting 
Fist?

Isn’t an interception force against force?

I bet you’re thinking that the first chapter juxtaposes the main 
principle of JKD, that of stopping the attack by interrupting it.

And now, you’re wondering, “Keith, are you advising that I 
give up the whole idea of intercepting to stop an attack?”

Good questions, all. (Wink)

Note: My ideal of intercepting a fist coming at me, in the 
best sense of JKD, is to interrupt it by smacking my 
attacker in the face or kicking out his knee. 
This isn’t a joke; you don’t have to interrupt force by 
meeting the high-energy attack moving directly toward 
you.



Let’s talk about betting on the attacker in terms of a stop kick:

The worst attempts at a stop kick that I have witnessed from 
schools “claiming” to teach JKD are when they see a kick 
coming at them full force and they try to stop its power-
through with a late, low kick that meets … and unfortunately, 
gives way to the force of the attacking kick.

What a shame!

Their kick is too late.

First of all, if I have a choice, I want to stop their kick early, 
BEFORE the attacking kick has a chance to build momentum … 
and/or get close to its target (me!).

Also, if I have a say in the matter, I want my low kick, whether 
it’s a low side kick or a low front kick, to be locked into 
position … meaning just about full extension … when my 
enemy’s kick makes contact.

Yes, there are other kinds of stop kicks, but with this one, 
having my kick just hitting a solid position means that the 
more force they put into their kick, the more they will hurt 
themselves, when they make contact with my foot. (It’s like 
kicking a car with your shin.)

Break for a Fun Anecdote                                     



Since this is Issue #1111, I thought you might like a fun, yet 
true, anecdote about the enemy hurting themselves by exerting 
more force.

When I was in high school, one time, I found myself in the 
principal’s office, talking to one of the dufus, assistant 
principals (one was stupid and the other was evil).

I was about to be suspended for hurting someone in a fight. 
And as was the custom of our school, it didn’t matter who 
started it … both parties tended to get suspended.

Still, I wanted to make a case that I was simply defending 
myself, and my attacker caused his own injury. I claimed I had 
protected myself with a joint lock, and warned the bully to stop 
trying to hit me.

The evil vice principal didn’t believe my explanation, and 
wanted me to recreate the incident.

So, I told how the bully had shoved me against the lockers and 
grabbed me. He was about to punch me with his other hand, 
when I lifted his hand grabbing me into a wrist lock.



I told the jerk that if he relaxed, it wouldn’t hurt, but if he went 
against the force and tried to punch me, he’d only be hurting 
himself.

So, I had the assistant principal, Mr. H., grab me, and I gave 
him the same warning.

And believe it or not, this adult used his free hand to reach for 
me (I don’t believe he was actually going to try to punch me) … 
and he caused his own pain, because I held firm my position 
with my grip on his hand and arm.

He winced.

I instantly let go. (Oopsy. Hehe.)

With a very unhappy look on his face, he said, “Go back to 
class!”

I had put a wrist lock on an adult … a real stain to society (as 
future scandals of this man confirmed). And the joint lock 
worked.

The other kid got suspended.

Back to the Attacking Force
Are you wrapping your head around the paradigm I’m trying 
to build?



If there is momentum in an attack, you probably don’t want to 
meet force directly with your own force.

If the attack is inevitable, your best bet is to meet the force 
early, before momentum builds.

And, if you have a chance to set your position … you won’t get 
charged with traveling on the court … I mean … you’ll be 
defending from a more solid base.

Let’s move on …
 

Martial arts is only one of 
my subjects, when I paint. 
Here’s a fantasy shot on a 
magician’s close-up mat. 
The cards are Lee Asher 



605’s … What can I say? 
Lee is one of the best … 

and his cards were made 
in Spain, and are thicker, 
with a different coating 

than a U.S. deck.

Chapter 111
Hey, I’m having fun with our little talk. How about you?

So, did you hear what scientists have planned (or already tried, 
depending when you read this ebook) for Autumn, 2022?

It concerns practicing their asteroid defense.

Keith, have you lost it? What does this have to do with our 
discussion on the force of energy of a martial arts attack, kick, 
and/or punch?

Well …

The scientists had two choices with the asteroid, besides 
landing on one, which they have planned for 2029. (No 
kidding) 

They could blow it up, or they could … nudge it.

And … drum roll, please … they chose the smaller, nudge 
explosion.



Sure, if you have your energy more concentrated than the 
energy you are trying to stop, and if you can blast it with 
sufficient force, then you can cause pain and/or injury to the 
limb attacking you … I mean blow the asteroid to smithereens.

Logically, it takes just a fraction of the energy to deflect the 
force of the asteroid.

So, my martial arts brethren, we can do a little extrapolation 
and conclude … that deflecting a kick or a punch might be a 
whole lot easier than stopping it dead in its tracks. Right.

In fact, you should expend as little energy as possible, and 
deflect their attack only to the point that it misses you … giving 
you speed, efficiency, and … conservation of energy.

And now, for a little visual humor ….
(Look closely)



Even from the first time I 
watched the movie Karate Kid, 
I always chuckled a little as my 
brain imagined the ambiguity 



of the statement, “Catching a fly 
with chopsticks.” 

Chapter 1111

                     Happy 
1111 !!!!

For me, it was hearing a random quote while flipping 
television channels that caused all this gray-matter-nothing-
better-to-think-about, brainstorming, brain activity. 

As you have read, I didn’t stop at the quote. In fact, once the 
brain got revved up, I continued to ponder this idea of energy 
(attack) that has a chance to build some speed and power.

Let’s see:

a) I knew that if I could get my position set, like in a stop 
kick or a defensive basketball player, I could take a much 
greater amount of attacking force.

b) For the purposes of the brainstorm, “force against 
force” was a no-no. In fact, I’ll explain exactly why in the 



last section of this ebook.

c) If I allow the attack to pass by me, the wider the pass, 
the more time and energy it will take me to move to my 
next technique or action. In other words, I don’t need 
“much clearance.” An inch to the side of my cheek is 
plenty of passing room. No need to obtain a three-foot 
safety zone.

The recovery time would be too great.

d) I have a choice of getting out of the way of the 
advancing energy or deflecting it. Both of these solutions 
allow me to avoid direct force against force.

e) As long as I am passing and deflecting or redirecting 
energy, why not direct my opponent … into something. 
Go ahead and “allow” their own momentum to cause 
them to trip, to fall into a rack of bicycles, to ram a wall, 
and so on.

f) I can allow their energy to pass, and then counter, after 
the energy has gone by, so to speak, or …

g) I can allow their energy to start to pass, and then 
interrupt, mid motion (mid pass).

I’m sure you could continue this brainstorming process, and 
you should. 



Bonus Chapter
You know me, by now. I like to overdeliver.

So, here’s a bonus chapter…

What if I told you that you could meet the force of your 
attacker’s strike, head on, without battling it out, your force 
against theirs?

Yes, it’s possible. 

And for some, this will be today’s real gift to you.

Are you a blocker? 

Do you have the urge to solidly block whatever your enemy 
throws at you, be it kick, punch, or elbow strike?

Have you already rejected my principle of avoiding meeting 
force directly with force?

Well, there really is a way for you to block as solidly as you … 
uh … have been trained to do for years … without really 
meeting force with force.

Huh?

Yes, I’m serious.

a) Imagine that you are blocking a punch with enough force to, 



not only pop their arm to the side, but you block so hard, that 
you actually hurt their arm. (Are you with me?)

b) Now, picture the same punch coming at you, but this time 
you aren’t going to immediately block to the side with a ton of 
power …. you are going to, believe it or not, meet the energy 
head on … you know … exactly the opposite of what I’ve been 
preaching through this ebooklet. 

I want you to stop the energy, but just for an instant, and then 
allow the energy to continue on its original path (or a 
redirected path).

c) This isn’t really force against force, because you don’t have to 
maintain your energy. Think of it more as an … 
“interruption.” (Nod, nod, wink, wink.) You need enough force 
to pause their energy for a brief instant.

d) Your job is to practice barely “kissing” their punch with your 
interrupting energy, and then you immediately pass them, lock 
them, pound them, whatever. Faster and faster … lighter and 
lighter. You are barely meeting their force, yet they feel that you 
have just put your all into some sort of a block. (Faked out)

e) What if you didn’t even have to actually touch their arm, 
before you proceeded your next step?

Note: For those of you who thought I might take 
this into 3-4 other directions from this point, all I 
can say is that everyone has to keep a secret or 
three. I know where you’d logically take this; we 



just don’t have to say it out loud or tell the world.

Besides, there are some wonderful breadcrumbs for 
those willing to put in the time to discover what I 
am “not” referring to. (Big smile)

Finally, Why All of This Is So 
Important
I know, I know … to you, maybe this was just another “Keith 
Pascal Free eBooklet.”

Expending less energy when you defend yourself is super 
important. You understand this, right?

The abilities described in this small PDF are a lot more valuable 
than you might think. 

I’m giving you the key to unlock two, often-requested doors:

Door #1



Behind Door #1, you find younger or newer martial artists who 
ask me how to get an edge. 

They read my suggestion that a real fight should last no more 
than two seconds from point of contact, yet they have no actual 
idea how to accomplish this goal.

Unfortunately, they get into an exchange of techniques that 
prevent a quick defense and conclusion to the attack. It goes on 
and on … yawn …

How could they stop this exchange?

Certainly not the only ways, but if you reread this ebooklet, 
you’ll find some important lessons that will further you toward 
your objective.

Don’t you feel that real martial arts masters expend less energy 
than others?

Door #2
I’m willing to bet that at the time of this writing, over 20,000 of 
my subscribers are above the age of 50.

For those of us “graying at the temples,” (if we have any hair 
left, at all), or heading to the salon to dye roots at the top of the 
head, these principles become ever more vital.

As we age, we REALLY don’t want to meet force with force. 
Nor do we wish to expend the energy that we might have had 
in our youth.



  •Our bones are more brittle. We don’t want to break them 
while blocking. Right?

  •Muscles bruise, and it’s easier to tear ligaments and such. 
Our minds are probably younger than our bodies, if you 
know what I mean. (A nod to Joseph Campbell’s 
“spacesuit.”)

  •We really can’t afford to match stamina with younger, evil 
enemies. If you’re being attacked, my old friend, make it 
quick.

  •All of the above becomes even more important when I 
whisper …

                                           Multiple Attackers!

Here’s to over 20 years and over 1000 issues of Martial Arts 
Mastery: A Tell-All of Tips, Tactics, and Techniques.

May there be many more issues!



 

   To your health!
                                                                                           

Keith Pascal
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